
Master of Time 228 

Chapter 228 - A Mean to Suppress a God 

And yes, I did notice that her name is a fucking painting, but Monalisa obviously looks nothing like the 

woman in that famous portrait, so it is all just a coincidence. 

 

There will be plenty of coincidences in the future as the multiverse is an infinitely vast place. It is vaster 

than even the already infinitely vast universe. That is a lot of infinities. 

 

But the point is, anything that could happen, will happen, and probably had already happened, at least 

in some form somewhere in the multiverse. 

 

There is no such thing as coincidences. 

 

Venetia knowing about my desire to undo a powerful dragon curse is also not a coincidence. This was 

what she had referred to during her outbursts when she was being dragged into a cell by Legion, who is 

taking the form of Hans and Alex. 

 

Since Venetia did not think the curse is true, she did not mention it again until had asked her directly. 

 

But by then, I had already pumped her mouth, throat and stomach full of cum, knocking her right out 

with a creamy cum overdose, so it does take a bit of time and effort to extract any sort of information 

out of her in that state. 

 

Venetia does not know much, but she did reveal in her hazy state that her mother, Monalisa is actually 

the one who had told her about the curse. As for how Monalisa knows, Venetia could not say exactly. 

 

And since I am going to have a nice long chat with Monalisa in my office soon, preferably when she is on 

her knees and between my legs serving me alongside with her daughter, I am not really in any hurry to 

know. 

 

Everything that will come will eventually come. Patience is a virtue, and I do need a bit of time to build 

up my base here in the country. The foundation is pretty shaky right now. Easily breaks apart should I 

leave now. 



 

In any case, I am sure there is a very good explanation to why Monalisa knows about my dragon curse, 

as I am quite cautious about revealing such information to anyone. 

 

Being cursed by a dragon is not something that should be taken lightly here on Azula. That is because 

dragons are powerful creatures of magic. Each dragon is born with exceedingly high magical potential 

and power. 

 

Thus, most baby dragons can give mages of the third-circle a serious fight for their lives, and this is all 

without them having developed any actual intelligence. Just raw might and magic alone. 

 

An adult dragon can pretty much lay waste to everything within sight, so their magic power is probably 

above Grand Archmage. Then there are ancient dragons and dragon lords, not to mention those gods of 

theirs. 

 

Adult dragons can lay waste to everything within sight, thus they are probably above Grand Archmage in 

term of magic power. Then there are ancient dragons and dragon lords, not to mention those pesky 

dragon gods. 

 

Ingra is a Dragon God. Capitalization because there is a big different between gods and Gods with that 

capitalized G, at least as according to Zeus and Zephyr. 

 

Anyone who is worshipped by mortals can be considered as a god, but an actual God does not require 

any form of worship or idolization. They also do not care about mortals or immortal alike. 

 

This is as expected since God are Divine Beings, inhabitants from an ageless plane of existence. 

 

Since Ingra can crush normal gods fairly easily, it is logical to assume Ingra is from the ageless plane of 

existence. Until something proves to me otherwise, I will go with that belief. 

 

It also gives me a good idea of what I must do to counter Ingra and beings similar to Ingra. 

 



A fusion nuke to the face will probably does nothing to Ingra. Supernova blasts might do some damage 

since it did hurt Zeus physically. 

 

What is more powerful than a supernova blast? A hypernova, but the combined strength of a hundred 

or so supernovae should be more than equivalent to a hypernova. Then again, physical damage would 

not kill something like Ingra. 

 

Might hurt Ingra badly, but hurting it badly is not the same as killing. I need to make it dead, like really 

dead, and I need ways to do so should it is immune to my temporal power. 

 

There should definitely be a way to fight and kill a Dragon God through magic. 

 

Azula has gone through quite a lot of turmoil in its history, and numerous beings capable of ending all 

life on this world and the next have been defeated by heroic legends of the past, at least from all that 

remain of the historical records. 

 

The Black Mage of Time is just the most recent legend in the longline of historical legends, and due to 

her being the latest, people usually talk about her when they refer to absolutely unstoppable mage. 

 

Only on this continent though. Other continents on the world have their own legendary figures. Those 

that they idolized. Erect monument in their name and worship them. Doing something like that would 

definitely elevate those dead legends to godly status. As in them ascending to godhood. 

 

That is one way to make a god, which is pretty interesting. How to create a god is definitely on my list of 

things to know, but first, I need to know how to kill one. No point of making them if I cannot unmake 

them at my pleasure. 

 

In any case, Legion is keeping a very close watchful eye on everyone within world, so if there is a mean 

to kill a God, I should be informed eventually. Subduing one is good too, just so I can run experiments on 

it. Teach it where its actual place in the real hierarchy of thing. 

 

There is so many things that I do not know about magic, and Monalisa must have a mean of acquiring 

sensitive information that I am not aware of. This is demonstrated by her knowledge about my dragon 

curse. 



 

Honestly, magic is only limited by the imagination and creativity of the people in the end, and it is due to 

this that humanity manages to surpass their lowly origin and is on their way to becoming the most 

dominant race on Azula. 

 

The other races are squandering their longevity, becoming utterly stagnant socially, politically as well as 

technologically. The last one is not so much, as magic can probably do anything that technology can do, 

especially when their race is born into magic. 

 

I think this the same reason that humanity has not developed technologically further. Once they have 

harnessed the power of magic, they have shelved science. Not entirely, but the scientific progression is 

so minuscule that it might as well be halted. 

 

And all of this just give me a technological edge against everyone. 

 

Since I like my technological edge against people who think they are like the most powerful shit ever, I 

will not do anything to change the state of thing. 

 

While Azula is an alternate Earth, it is not Earth, so it is not really my concern. Also, the lack of sentient 

life throughout the galaxy is disconcerting. Is the rest of the universe the same? 

 

If so, that is just a lot of empty spaces. 

 

Legion has not mapped out every stars, planets or moon throughout this galaxy yet, but with the long-

range biological scanner, Legion should be able to detect any form of sentient life. 

 

There are some lifeforms out there, but they are not intelligence. 

 

And from an evolutionary standpoint, they do not appear to be intelligence in the future. No real point 

of wasting time and effort of mindless bacteria. Mindless animals are the same as bacteria even if they 

are magical animals. 

 



That said, Legion does have a directive of collecting biological sample of new species, just so I can have a 

comprehensive biological repository. I am planning to play god in the future. 

 

For now, I will just enjoy Venetia orally. Enjoy her until late into the day. I will let her return back home 

later, just so she can have a good night rest for the next morning. 

 

Worshipping my cock is her fulltime job now, at least until I decide to let Drake go. 

 

And yes, I will let Drake go eventually. He can keep his ability to cast magic too. Cast any kind of magic, 

but how well he cast it is another matter. There are plenty of way to render a mage useless, and people 

here just lack a lot of imagination. 

 

In addition, Venetia did not specify what physical state Drake will be in when he is released, and I think it 

is a good idea to teach her to read the fine print. That is just an analogy for being specific in her side of 

the bargain. 

 

I do not need to specify specifically for obvious reason. Servicing me could mean anything from helping 

me out with all of these reports on the table to being on the table herself naked and getting pounded by 

me. 

 

Thinking about it makes me unload another creamy filling into her throat. How many is that now? Do I 

really need to count? Nope. Not really. 

 

The gagging and choking sounds coming out of Venetia as she is drowned in my milk is just so arousing, 

turning me right back on. My cock refuses to calm down, remaining hard and lodging deep right within 

her throat. 

 

While I am high in heaven, Legion informs me that Kozak wishes to see me. The man is actually outside 

right now, and I already know what he is coming to talk to me about. It is about the suppression spell 

that I had him look into. 

 

The spell allows me to suppress a God level spirit. If I cannot extract Ingra from my soul, thus allowing 

me to use magic normally, I can suppress him. Putting him into a cage of sort. It might be better doing 

that since I can find way to make use of his power just like Naruto makes use of the nine-tailed fox. 



 

Just like any protagonist who has some sort of hidden powers within. Like almost every beta Japanese 

protagonist. The only difference is they were granted that hidden power. I will create my own. Maybe, I 

can do more than that. 

 

But one step at a time. Ingra first as it solves so many of my problem. I might even get some answers 

too. Why would my dear older sister, Terra allows Ingra to place a curse on me? She definitely knows, as 

there is no way she would not have known. 

 

She is the fucking Aspect of Chaos after all. Oh. I think I might just answer my own question. She likely 

just wants to my life to be in chaos. Making harder for me. Tsk. 

 

"Student Kozak greets Master Maxwell." 

 

Kozak greets me like a real student would. Well. He is sort of my student now, not a student in magic, as 

I do not want to teach him anything. He is a student because I am teaching him how to manipulate 

people. Torturing them mentally and psychologically too. 

 

"There is no need to… hmm… no need for formal greeting here, Kozak." 

 

I tell him while trying to retain a straight face. It is somewhat hard with Venetia slurping my cock from 

below the table expertly, and that expression of mine did not go unnoticed. 

 

Kozak can hear everything too as his hearing is quite keen. Improved physical abilities are just an extra 

for those who step onto the path of magic. It is the reason why Legion unable to spy on mages higher 

than fifth circle due to them sensing the cloaked drones. 

 

"Yes, Master Maxwell." 

 

Kozak responses and narrows his eyes slightly. He almost uses an enhancement spell upon himself just 

to see what is exactly happening under the table, but he manages to stop himself at the last second. 

 



There is no need to pry into it, especially when nobody is allowed to use any form of magic within this 

office. If they do, detection runes will glow brightly. 

 

Legion will also inform me about it. He can also disrupt their magic as well, practically stopping anyone 

from casting their spell. It is quite easy, as long as one is fast and accurate. 

 

"You do not need to worry about the noises, Archmage Kozak." 

 

I take in a deep breath before taking a hand away from top of the table and disappearing it right under 

the table, not to stop Venetia, but to fuck her face even harder. 

 

"Mage Venetia is just carrying out her end of the bargain, and she is quite good with her mouth. I will 

certainly test out her other hole to see whether they are as persuasive as her mouth is right now." 

 

I continue with a smile. 

 

Kozak chuckles and looks away from me. He has never attempted something like that before because he 

loves only one person in his entire life. All of his lives. His soulmate. She has reincarnated alongside with 

him onto this world, but unlike him, who has the Power of Reincarnation, she will not remember who 

she is. 

 

Not until he awakens her memory himself, but he has to find her first. His soul detection spell is limited 

by range, not to mention some places are shielded from such a spell. Being more powerful would help 

him in his effort. 

 

Or he could ask me. 

 

Legion is already on it, scanning everyone it can to see whether they are the reincarnated person that 

Kozak is looking for, and Legion is a lot faster than Kozak. 

 

The soul detection spell can be used to detect other reincarnated people, but like a dog hunting for a 

person, it needs something as medium. Spiritual energy is good enough, as the soulmate will have the 

same spiritual energy. 



 

I have already tasked Legion to search for my soulmate on Azula, but I am sure Legion will not able to 

accomplish the task. This is because soulmates always reincarnate in the same reality together, so my 

soulmate would be in the prime-reality, not on Azula. 

 

Also, souls cannot leave their reality of their origin for a very good reason, and I have asked why Kozak is 

so sure that his soulmate gets to reincarnate here on Azula with him despite he is the only one who 

have the Power of Reincarnation, thus allowing to reincarnate outside his original reality. 

 

Kozak does not have an answer other than hoping that is the case. Otherwise, he would have to figure 

out how to return to his original world. That is a lot harder than scouring this entire world for a single 

soul. 

 

There are safeguards in place to prevent people from jumping ship from one reality to another. 

 

But obviously, that means nothing before my power. Or maybe before Antigone. I am unsure whether it 

is me or Antigone who was responsible for the formation of the temporal rift. Probably Antigone as I do 

not have my full power. 

 

Antigone, however, should have her full power even though she cannot access it. When she dies, those 

power of her just get released into the universe and started wrecking thing, royally. 

 

Is Antigone aware of that? I hope not, as I do want her to be a normal baby, not like Adria, who doesn't 

have a normal childhood. 

 

There is a moment of silence before I speak up again. 

 

"Continue, Archmage Kozak. Have you look into that soul suppression spell that I had asked of you?" 

 

I question. 

 



"Yes, Master Maxwell. The spell formation is not complicated, but it does require a dozen or so mages of 

fifth or higher circle, depending on what soul you are trying to suppress. There is also a requirement for 

ingredients. It is to create a Spiritual Potion for the afflicted." 

 

Kozak reports and produces a memory stone within his palm. It contains everything that he had been 

gathering in the last couple of days. 

 

The stone disappears from his hand and into mine instantly, allowing me to looking into it and learning 

everything within. It is quite a useful item, and it is very common in Azula. 

 

Of course, since it contains sensitive information, I destroy it once I have absorbed everything. Cannot 

allow anything like this to get out, but I do like to let others guessing, so restricting everything is not a 

good idea. 

 

Especially when fabricating information with a slice of truth here and there is way more effective. 

 

"You seem to be troubled, Archmage Kozak. Is this because of the ingredients required for the Spiritual 

Potion?" 

 

I question after taking in a deep breath while Venetia takes me deep into her throat. Ah. It feels really 

wonderful. Having my cock sucked under the table by a beautiful and prideful girl. 

 

"Yes, Master Maxwell. Each of the ingredients is extremely are. Some are not even found on this whole 

continent regardless of where one might look. Several can only be found during Heavenly events when 

the planets are aligned." 

 

Kozak answers. He did not mention the difficulty of gathering powerful mages as well a Grandmaster 

Alchemist to brew the potion. He assumes that with my power, those are not even a problem. 

 

He assumes correctly. What he is wrong is about the ingredients. As long as they exist, I can find them 

without any problem. As a matter of fact, Legion has already found most of it. 

 

They appear on the table for him before the man, making his eyes widen his shock. 



 

"Your concern is noted, Kozak, but you should know, what seems likely impossible to out is merely an 

inconvenience to me. I am missing several ingredients however, but I will have them in due time." 

 

I tell Kozak and ponder about the Heavenly Events. 

 

It is the only problem that I have since those ingredients cannot be collected until the planets are just 

like what Kozak had said, aligned. When they do, a gateway into another dimension opens, thus letting 

countless of Mages to enter. 

 

The next alignment is due in another decade or tomorrow. 

 

Honestly, moving planets around in orbit and aligning them perfectly is not something impossible, but it 

does pose some problems for the inhabitant of Azula. In any case, I have Legion start building engines on 

those planets. 

 

Big ass engines that can move planets around. Moons and stars too. Stars is a bit more difficult due to it 

being just a giant ball of fire in space. 

 

Those Planetary Engines should be ready by the end of the day, and I could have the planet aligned by 

the end of tomorrow. 

 

Since I am somewhat busy tomorrow entertaining a mother-daughter duo, I should leave that for the 

day after tomorrow when I have time. Maybe gather some people to accompany me as well. 

 

"A Heavenly event will happen in two days. Prepare to accompany me." 


